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As the people have more and more high demand on driving safety , the poor road 
lighting at night, especially the curve lighting, is one of the important reasons leading 
to traffic accidents. In this paper, we study Adaptive Front-light System in order to 
overcome this shortcoming. It is that traditional headlamps light angle is fixed and can 
not meet the requirement of the driver in cure driving safety at night. 
This article research is mainly include: What kind of deflection model can satisfy 
the requirement of the touring car corner’s lighting; What kind of structure can satisfy 
the requirement of the touring car double single headlight designed and only can meet 
adaptive system requirements; What kind of controller can satisfy the requirement of 
the adaptive control system control; What kind of control strategy can efficiently 
make headlamps’ assembly deflection characteristics into full play. 
Study touring car AFS is based on AFS has been widely used abroad, and 
domestic without consideration of the state. At the same time, domestic in the AFS 
theory has a lot of related literature. But not for special vehicle class touring car, 
especially based on the actual vehicle parameters. The innovation of this paper lies in: 
Apply to touring car corners turning model is established; Touring car deflection 
model using the actual parameters of touring car, greatly simplifying the deflection 
model; Put forward the suitable for the three stages of the touring car headlamps 
deflection; Law a new photoelectric coded disk used to measure Angle; Using the 
direct watch Angle plate headlamps corner conditions; Based on the actual data 
analysis of the control strategy. 
According to the data from touring car models, touring car headlamp’s deflection 
Angle is less than 0.18 degree without deflection. If more than 20 degree, 20 degree 
deflection limits unchanged. The Angle between the law of deflection in strict 
accordance with the theory. According to the experimental data measured and 

















step Angle, We adopt the hybrid control strategy, which ensures the Angle error 
within Angle sensor, And also can ensure the accuracy corresponding stepper Angle. 
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